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Global

1. Two formerly available options associated with a Grants Online Award were reinstated. Those two options are:
   - Congressionally Directed (soft earmark)
   - Congressionally Mandated (hard earmark)

[JIRA: GOL-1168]

Create a RFA

Choose Type:
- Competitive
- Congressionally Directed
- Formula/Allotment
- Noncompetitive
- Broad Agency Announcement
- Congressionally Mandated
- Institutional

Create RFA

Choose Type:
- Competitive
- Congressionally Directed
- Formula/Allotment
- Noncompetitive
- Broad Agency Announcement
- Congressionally Mandated
- Institutional

Choose Action:
- Create New from Scratch
- Create New from Existing

Create RFA
Complete a PO Checklist

Under the **Basis of Selection** header on the PO Checklist.

Two additional options are available for the **Basis of Selection** data element.